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This report is the final report documenting the results of a parametric
performance and conceptual design study of lift fans for application in military
V/STOL transport aircraft. The study was performed under Contract NAS3-17850
and covered a period from June, 1973 to March, 1974. The turbotip lift fan
studies covered both the single stage and two stage fan concepts. The gas flow
for operation of the tip turbine was derived from a gas generator, based on the
J101 engine. The J101 is an advanced technology, afterburning, two-spool engine
designed for lightweight fighter application. The non-a fter-burning engine
configuration was selected as the gas generator for these studies.
The parametric performance studies covered a range of fan pressure ratios
between 1.2 and 1.5 for the single stage fan system and 1.3 to 1»7 for the two-
stage concept. Two fan design criteria were also considered, "designed for
cruise" or "designed for VTO." The designed for cruise fan system is powered
by the full flow of the gas generator operating at its military power level.
Consequently, this design concept does not provide the capability of increased
fan thrust as desired for aircraft VTOL control. Conversely, the design for
VTO system is intentionally oversized to provide thrust margin for control. A
fan thrust increase of approximately 20 percent was assumed in the design criteria.
The actual thrust margin must be determined through the integrated propulsion-
aircraft system studies.
The fan system covering the complete range of pressure ratios were then
used as a basis for estimating cruise and VTO performance data. The cruise
performance data covers a range of select flight speeds at altitudes between sea
level and 40,000 feet (12,200 meters). The VTO performance was determined for
hot day, 90° F (306° K), operating with application of short time VTO engine
ratings. Typical VTO short time ratings were defined for 2 minute operation,
equivalent to trimmed VTO flight, and three second operation, as anticipated
for a maximum input of the propulsion derived aircraft attitude control during
VTO flight.
Two basic fan systems, one single stage and one two stage, were selected
for conceptual mechanical design studies to define a reference fan configuration
and weight. A fan pressure ratio of 1.40 was selected for the single stage fan
system and a 1.55 was selected for the two stage system. Both conceptual study
fans were established by the "design for cruise" application. The following
table summarizes the significant fan design parameters and weights of these
two fan systems.
Pressure Ratio
Tip Diameter, in. (m)
Tip Speed ft/sec (m/sec)
Radius Ratio

















Although fan noise generation was not a design consideration, noise levels
were estimated for selected single and two stage fan configurations. The noise
levels were determined for operation of the propulsion in the hover (VTO) mode
on a hot day. The engine power setting was set at the two-minute rating with
the fan receiving 2/3 of the engine flow for systems designed for cruise and
full flow for the designed for VTO configurations . The following table
summarizes the estimated perceived noise levels at the 500 foot sideline for the
six configurations considered, operating as a lift fan and also operating as a
cruise fan with the fan axis oriented horizontally and the thrust axis vertical.
Pressure Designed PNL (dB)
Ratio Stages for Lift Cruise
1.4 1 Cruise 111.0 112.5
1.4 1 VTO 113.0 114.8
1.4. 2 Cruise 113.8 113.6
1.4 2 VTO 115.1 116.6
1.55 2 Cruise 114,2 113.6
1.55 2 VTO 117.5 117.7
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INTRODUCTION
The General Electric Company, in a joint effort with NASA, has been
engaged in a continuing program to define advancements in component and system
technology which will lead to advanced lift fan systems applicable to V/STOL
aircraft systems. Specific objectives of these programs include improvements
in areas of performance, weight, size, time response, and reliability and
maintainability of the turbotip lift fan systems.
The turbotip lift fan concept of V/STOL propulsion was initially demon-
strated as a viable propulsion system during flight tests of the XV-5A aircraft.
This aircraft has been actively engaged in various flight test programs
beginning with the first flight in 1964 and terminating with tests at NASA,
Ames Research Center, in 1972. Other NASA-sponsored programs have included the
LF336, the LF446, the LF460 and advanced commercial lift fan systems. The
LF336 lift fan program, initiated in early 1967 i included design and development
of two turbotip lift fan test vehicles. The lift fan was designed to develop
a fan pressure ratio of 1.30 with a fan tip diameter of 36 inches (0.91 meters).
These two non-flightweight fans were involved in numerous static and wind tunnel
test programs. Later programs were initiated to modify the fan to include
acoustic features such as rotor-stator spacing, variable stator vane numbers,
stator lean and exhaust noise suppression. This acoustic technology demon-
strator program continued through August of 1972. The fan configuration was
then modified into a statorless, rotor only, configuration with tests occurring
in 1973 and 1974 for both serrated and unserrated leading edge rotor blading.
The design studies of advanced fan concepts were initiated with studies of
the LF446 fan system. This lift fan, a 1.35 pressure ratio, was designed for
future application, with an advanced gas generator, in the XV-5 aircraft flight
research program. In late 1969, the program was redirected by NASA toward a
large research aircraft that would provide technology applicable to the design
of future V/STOL commercial transports. With this redirection, the LF446, a
46-inch (1.17 meter) diameter fan, was increased in size to a 60-inch (1.52
meter) diameter. The configuration was identified as the LF460 turbotip lift
fan system and was driven by the exhaust gases of the YJ97 engine system.
Preliminary and detailed design studies of the LF460 lift fan were completed
in May, 1971. The results of this detailed design study, Reference 1, has
provided the basis for the existing family of proposed advanced single stage
lift fan systems.
In mid-1973, NASA initiated study programs for the evaluation of lift fan
powered V/STOL aircraft systems applicable to a proposed carrier on-board
delivery (COD) mission. Aircraft and propulsion studies were initiated through
the joint efforts of the NASA Ames and Lewis Research Centers. This report
describes the results of these military lift fan propulsion studies performed
in conjunction with the aircraft system studies.
The study program was directed towards a parametric study of single stage
lift fans intended for military transport systems. The lift fan technology
level was established based on the already completed LF446 and LF460 lift fan
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studies. The gas generator selected to power these lift fans was derived from
the J101 engine. The J101 engine represents the advanced engine technology
consistent with the lift fan system that is required for an application in
1980-1985 time period. The design studies were also extended to include the
two stage lift fan concept. The two stage fan incorporates two fan compressor
stages and a single-tip-turbine-stage attached to the second fan stage. This
new lift fan design concept was considered during the studies for direct
comparison with the single stage fan system. Thus, by using consistent
technology levels and the same gas generator, a valid evaluation of the relative
merits of two systems is possible. The preliminary design studies for the
single stage and two stage fan systems covered a range of fan pressure ratios
and fan design criteria consistent with the requirements of the aircraft studies.
The results of these parametric performance and conceptual design studies are




The lift fan system of propulsion for VTOL aircraft consists of gas
generators and turbotip lift fans with associated interconnect ducting and
valves. The dependency of the aircraft on the propulsion system for attitude
control establishes the ducting and valve arrangements and the exhaust systems
for the lift fans. In addition, the lift fans may be employed as propulsion
for VTOL only or for both VTOL and cruise operation. For this reason, two
basic combinations of lift fans and gas generators were considered in this
study. The two concepts considered are defined as "designed for cruise" or
"designed for VTOL."
The systems designed for cruise incorporate a single gas generator and
lift fan as an integral cruise propulsion unit. This requires that the lift
fan is a long life cruise design which receives all the flow from a single
gas generator and operates with full or 360 degrees of tip turbine admission
arc. The fan design point is thus dictated by the cruise mode of operation
with sea level static established as the design conditons. During VTOL
operation, multiple engine and fan systems are interconnected to provide for
engine-out operation and power transfer for aircraft attitude control.
Additional isolated lift fans are then required to absorb the excess gas horse-
power associated with the engine short time ratings and the flow transfer.
Figure 1 presents a typical schematic for lift fans designed for cruise opera-
tion. The system is a three fan, two gas generator arrangement. In the cruise
or CTOL mode, two fans each receive the full gas generator flow with the third
fan inoperative. During VTOL operation, all fans operate with 240 degrees
scroll arc and receive flow from the two gas generators. Operation at this
reduced flow level then provides the added fan thrust capability or fan over-
sizing to cover the.:increased power due to short time ratings and flow transfer.
The flow transfer system used during these studies is the Energy Transfer for
Control (ETC) system as employed in the LF460 design, Reference 1. A detailed
description of the control concept and results of full-scale testing performed
by McDonnell Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation under NASA contract,
is given in Reference 2.
The second general type of fan arrangement considered is systems designed
for VTO. The system utilizes equal numbers of fans and gas generators, as
shown schematically in Figure 2. The fan maximum thrust or design point is
established by the VTOL mode of operation with maximum flow transfer associated
with the ETC system. During normal VTOL operation and also during cruise each
lift fan receives full engine flow. The lift fan systems are then oversized
during cruise operation, as compared to the previously discussed system which
is sized for cruise with the fans oversized for VTOL operation.
The basic propulsion components are the lift fans and the gas generators.
All interconnecting ducting and valving are aircraft design oriented and are
considered as aircraft components. This applies equally for the fan inlet and
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exhaust systems. Therefore, during the studies, certain basic assumptions are
required regarding the performance of the ducting, inlet and exhaust components.
A typical minimum length interconnecting ducting system was assumed, with a
total pressure loss between the engine discharge and fan inlet of 3 percent.
The losses assumed for the engine and fan inlet and the fan exhaust systems
will be presented during the discussion of fan and gas generator performance,,
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GAS GENERATOR
The scope of this study was limited to turbotip lift fans designed for
operation with a selected advanced gas generator. The initial task of this
study was to select the gas generator based on an advanced engine system with
an introduction into operation capability in the 1980 to 1985 time period.
This restriction limited the selection to already developed engine systems, or
engine systems which are presently undergoing development testing. Table I
lists the candidate General Electric engines which fall into this category.
Significant engine performance parameters are given in the tabulation and show
the advanced technology of the J97 and J101 engine systems. These two engines
exceed all others in horsepower per pound of flow (HP/W) with minimum levels of
duct flow function parameter (/f/P). These trends of the two parameters are
indicative of smaller gas generator and ducting sizes, a desirable feature for
lift fan systems. Based on these comparisons, the J101 engine was selected as
the gas generator for this study. An additional incentive for selection of
this engine is its larger size which was estimated to closely match the require-
ments of military transports in the 40 to 60,000 pound gross weight category.
Engine Description
The J101 gas generator used in these studies was derived from the J101-
GE-100 Augmented Mixed-Flow Engine, Reference 3. As a gas generator, the engine
is modified by removal of the augmentation section and its associated controls
and accessories. This modification produces a low bypass (0.2 nominal) turbojet
gas generator with a dual-spool compressor which develops an overall pressure
ratio of 24 to 1. The engine incorporates a three-stage low-pressure compressor
and a seven-stage high-pressure compressor, each driven by a single stage
turbine. Variable stator geometry is employed in each of the compressors.
The combustor is a carbureting, through-flow annular type. A photograph of an
early YJ101-GE-100 engine on test is shown in Figure 3.
Installation
The J101 gas generator employs a conventional three-point engine mounting
system. The two forward main trunnion mounts and aft stabilizing mount are
shown in the installation drawing in Figure 4. Engine inlet duct attachment
is provided at the forward edge of the engine front frame.
The engine discharge terminates in the annular flowpaths of the main core
engine and the bypass flows. The engine configuration includes the inner
flowpath tail cone since this component is an integral part of the engine rear
frame and bearing sump. A flange is provided on the engine outer diameter for
attachement of the aircraft furnished ducting system. At the inlet to the
ducting, the main and bypass duct flows are separated. A flow mixer must be
provided in the initial section of the ducting to achieve an intermixed pressure
and temperature for inlet to the fan tip turbine system.
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VTO Ratings
The ratings normally established for an engine system are based on the
requirements for conventional aircraft flight. In order to more efficiently
utilize the short-time capability of the engine performance potential, a special
set of VTOL ratings is desirable. These ratings are required for hot, 90° F,
(306° K) day operation since VTOL aircraft performance criteria is usually
based on that level of ambient temperature.
The ratings were defined for the J101 gas generator for the special case
of VTOL operation with a turbotip lift fan system. For this study, the use
of combustor inlet water injection was considered as a method of increasing
the performance potential. The three rating points considered are:
• VTO (Nominal)
This rating applies to the nominal trimmed aircraft operation during VTO
maneuver which is estimated not to exceed 2 minutes per flight.
• VTO (Maximum Control)
This rating applies to the conditions associated with maximum flow
transfer. The duration of this maximum flow transfer condition is esti-
mated not to exceed a three-second utilization. The nominal and maximum
control power settings are achieved with no change of engine throttle
setting.
• VTO (Emergency)
This emergency rating is a once-per-engine life rating which can be used
to save the aircraft in the event of a propulsion failure. With the
engine operating at this condition, there is no further capability for
aircraft attitude control through power transfer.
The rating points for the J101 engine were determined for specific
limiting relationships of rotational speeds and high pressure turbine inlet
temperature. Fan compressor stall margin becomes a factor during power trans-
fer operation. Combustor inlet water injection was considered as a method for
reducing the turbine inlet temperature to provide increased performance through
further increases in engine fuel flow and the added mass of the injected water.
The short time ratings which were established for this design study are given
in Table II. The three rating points are identified for either with or with-
out water injection. For comparison, the conventional intermediate power
setting is shown for both the standard and hot day conditions and show the gains
achieved in engine discharge gas horsepower. The maximum control rating with
water injection yields a power increase of 43 percent above the normal hot day
intermediate power setting. Higher maximum control power levels can be achieved
because the data shown in Table II does not account for the flow increase due
to power transfer between pairs of engines.
Comparable engine rating points for the installed system are given
in Table IV with installation assumptions used to derive this performance
given in Table III.
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Performance
Engine performance was obtained using estimated component performance and
the engine computer deck established for a minimum level J101-GE-100 engine.
The computational procedures were modified to reflect the removal of the after-
burner section. The engine discharge pressure (Psi) and temperature O^ j) are
based on an ideal mixing of the primary and bypass streams. The estimated
performance for the installed J101 gas generator is given in Table V and
presented graphically in Figures 5 through 11. These engine data, and all
following fan performance, will be presented in a corrected parametric notation
based on ambient pressure and temperatures.
Engine Scaling
All performance data to be provided in this report is representative of
turbotip lift fan systems operating with full flow of a unity size J101 gas
generator. Engine and fan size scaling data were provided to meet the require-
ments of the concurrent aircraft system studies. The appropriate engine
scaling factors are given in Figure 12, for a range of engine flow sizes. The
base weight for the J101 gas generator configuration is 1480 pounds (671 kg).
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SINGLE STAGE FAN SYSTEMS
«
The single stage remote lift fans are derivatives of the LF460/J97 lift
fans system described in Reference 1. The LF460 fan was a 60 inch (1.52 m)
diameter fan powered by the exhaust gases of the YJ97-GE-100 turbojet engine.
The fan design included features such as a shallow bellmouth inlet, rotor-
stator spacing, and other acoustic features as required to provide a low noise
fan design for use in a proposed NASA V/STOL research aircraft. The design
analysis of the LF460 lift fan was carried into the detail design phase, with
the intent of completing the design and manufacture of test fan hardware. The
program was terminated during the detail design phase when the interest dimin-
ished for development of the NASA V/STOL research transport.
Using this in depth design as a base, the single stage fan design was
modified to include those features which differ from the base design but are
required for a lift/cruise fan applicable in a military transport aircraft.
The major design changes were:
• Front frame design changed to a cylindrical case in place of the
inlet bellmouth inherent with the lift fan design.
• . Removal of rotor-stator spacing and exhaust noise suppression
features.
• Incorporation of a three-strut front frame and single bubble
scroll arrangement. These design concepts were studied previously
and are described in References 4 and 5.
• Use of lubricated bearings and sumps as required for long time
cruise type of operation.
The single stage lift fan system used as a base for these studies is
shown in Figure 13. This reference design has a 65 inch (1.65 m) tip diameter
and developes a fan pressure ratio of 1.4 at the cruise design point.
Parametric Performance
The single stage fan performance studies covered a range for fan design
pressure ratios between 1.2 and 1.5. Fan design points were established for
two conditions:
• Designed for Cruise - The fan design point is established by
uninstalled engine and fan operation at intermediate power on a sea
level static standard day. The fan receives full engine airflow.
• Designed for VTO - The fan design point is established by an
uninstalled engine at the 3 second VTOL power setting. The fan
is designed for sea level static conditions on the hot, 90° F, (308° K)
day. The design is established by the maximum control condition
where the fan receives full engine flow plus an additional 10 percent
flow from the interconnected engine.
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The uninstalled J101 gas conditions used for the fan sizing are listed in
Table VI. The assumptions employed in the design procedure were as follows:
• The corrected tip speed for all designs is 1125 ft/sec.
• The fans are designed for confluent flow of the fan and tip turbine
exhaust flows.
• The fan stream and turbine exit Mach numbers at the mixing station
are,0.55.
• The hub radius ratio is established by a hub loading parameter of
2.14 and an assumed pressure rise distribution across the fan
annulus. The radius ratio established by this criteria is shown
in Figure 14.
• The fan inlet corrected specific flow at the design point is
40 lbs/sec-ft2.
• The fan turbine nozzle throat contour is designed for optimum
performance at a turbine pressure ratio of 2<>50.
Application of these design criteria to both the VTO and cruise systems
produced the family of single stage fans as given in Tables VII and VIII. The
most interesting design parameters, such as flow, size and thrust, are presented
in Figures 15 through 17. The thrust levels shown are ideal uninstalled levels,
which are predicted for a confluent flow, no loss, nozzle system.
The eight fan designs were used as the basis for estimating VTOL, trans-
ition and cruise performance. This performance was estimated for typical engine
and installation corrections as listed in Table IX. The VTO performance was
estimated for sea level static hot day operation at the short-time ratings
of the J101 gas generator. The performance for the single stage fan, designed
for VTO, is given in Table X. At this design condition, the fans are operating
with 360 degrees of scroll arc. At all operating points, except the 3 second
VTO rating, the fan receives full engine flow. At the 3 second VTO point, the
flow has been increased to reflect the power transfer levels. Comparable VTO
performance for the cruise designed is given in Table XI. For these designs, the
fan is operating with 240 degrees of turbine admission arc and thus receives 2/3
of the normal engine airflow.
Cruise performance was determined for the combination of one J101 gas
generator delivering flow to one lift fan system. These performance data are
listed in Tables XII through XIX for the four fan pressure ratios and the two
design cases. Representative performance, in parametric notation, is shown in
Figures 18 through 23 for the fan systems with a 1<,4 design pressure ratio.
The curves in these figures are a fairing of the performance data covering the
Mach number and altitude ranges given in the tabulated data.
Transition performance of lift fan systems covers the range of forward
speeds between VTO and full aircraft wing supported flight. The transitional
performance for the family of lift fan systems designed for VTO may be obtained
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from the conventional cruise performance. The cruise performance must be
corrected to break down the fan net thrust into the individual gross thrust and
ram drag components as required for the transitional performance studies where
the fan thrust axis is not aligned with the direction of flight. The procedure
for calculating the gross thrust and ram drag components is as follows. The
net thrust is defined as:
FN •" CVFG - <V8)y° (W2/8)V°
Where F = fan system net thrust
W = fan inlet airflow
W = engine inlet airflow
C = nozzle velocity coefficient =0.98
The engine inlet airflow for each flight condition may be obtained from
the data in Table V with appropriate corrections for ambient temperature and
pressure altitude. Using the net thrust and airflow data for the particular
VTO fan design, then
FG = [FN + (W22/g)Vo + (Vg)Vo]/°-98
FDR = (W22^  + V*)Vo
The gross thrust, F , is the ideal level and must include corrections for
the exhaust system velocity coefficient during VTO operation,,
The performance in the transitional mode may employ the increased perform-
ance levels associated with the short time VTO ratings as given in Table IV.
The maximum operating point during VTO operation is established by the tabulated
levels of engine discharge temperature, T5i. This temperature level, with
appropriate ambient temperature corrections, establishes the maximum gross thrust
level of the particular fan design.
The transitional performance of fans designed for cruise may be achieved
by operating with either 360 degrees or 240 degrees of scroll arc. For the
case with 360 degree arc operation, two engines are used to deliver gas flow
to the two cruise fans only. This is an abnormal mode of operation since the
fan systems normally operate with two engines feeding three lift fans with
240 degree partial turbine arc. The performance for the 360 degree arc opera-
tion may be obtained from the conventional cruise data in a manner similar to
that used for VTO fan designs. For operation with 240 degrees of turbine arc,
performance data was generated for a range of flight speeds and altitudes for
hot day operation. This performance for fan systems with design pressure ratios
of 1.3 and 1.5 is tabulated in Tables XX and XXI.
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Installation and Weights
The base point single stage fan design includes a three strut front frame
with a cylindrical outer casing. The scroll is a single circular bubble scroll
with double radial inlets. The fan exit is at the stator frame. The annular
fan exhaust flow is separated from the turbine exhaust by a cylindrical case
or mid-box splitter. The exhaust nozzle flowpath must blend into the two
coaxial annular flowpaths of the fan exhaust. Figure 24 shows a typical single
stage fan cross-section and identifies the significant geometric dimensions.
The fan planform is shown in Figure 25. Figures 26 through 29 show the effects
of design pressure on the installation dimensions. Data are provided for the
two basic single stage fan design concepts.
Figure 30 gives the estimated weights for the single stage fan systems.
These weights are for the basic fan as shown in the cross-section of Figure 24.
The system does not include exit louvers or any exhaust section downstream of
the stator exit plane. The weights are given for the two basic fan designs0
Two weights are given for the cruise type design„ The lowest or base weight
represents a fan configuration which is driven by the J101 gas generator and
which does not have the capability of operating with partial arc and at engine
power levels above the two minute rating. The fan weights for the cruise type
design, with the partial arc capability, represent a system design which
operates in the VTO mode with three fans and two gas generators. The fan
operates with 240 degrees of arc and can absorb all engine power available
during three second rating point operation. The weight includes those design
changes required for partial arc operation and an allowance for scroll shut-off
valves and actuators as required to convert the system between 360 and 240
degree scroll arc operation.
Fan Scaling
The aircraft weight and number of engines being used for the NASA military
transport studies are presently undefined. Therefore, as part of this study,
fan weight scaling factors were derived. Figure 31 presents the appropriate
weight ratios for scaling over a range of flow or thrust sizes. The appropriate
scaling factors for the fan installation dimensions are given in Figure 32.
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TWO STAGE FAN SYSTEMS
As the aircraft systems require higher pressure ratio fans, greater
than 1.4, the single stage turbotip life fan becomes less attractive because
of the small attendant reductions in fan tip diameter. For the single stage
concept, the rotor tip speed is established by the turbine operating conditions
and a limitation on the turbine exit swirl levels. Mechanical design considera-
tions also tend to influence the design fan tip speed selection, which at
present has a limit of about 1125-1150 feet per second. For this type of fan
tip speed limit, as the design pressure ratio increases, the hub radius ratio
must also increase for an established hub aerodynamic loading limit. Since
the hub radius ratio increases with increasing design pressure ratio, the
desired reductions in fan tip diameter and consequently fan weight are not
achieved.
This desire for higher design pressure ratios established the need to
investigate a turbotip lift fan concept which incorporates additional fan
compressor stages or hub boosters for relief of the high fan hub loadings.
Several different approaches were considered and the full two-stage concept
appeared the most promising. This concept includes the following general
design features as shown in Figure 33.
• A conventional first stage rotor without inlet guide vanes.
• An exit stator for the first stage rotor which also acts as
an inlet guide vane for the second stage rotor.
• A second stage rotor containing the tip turbine system and employing
design features similar to the LF460 fan derivatives. The aerodynamic
design of the second rotor is established by a swirl-free exhaust flow
without exit stators.
• A single stage tip turbine which operates with low (less than 10 degrees)
exit swirl angles. For this low level of swirl, turbine exit stators
are not required.
The cross-section of a typical two stage fan concept in Figure 33 shows
the mechanical simplicity of this concept. The shrouded first stage and LF460
type second stages are interconnected and cantilevered from a two-bearing
arrangement located between the rotors. The stationary exit stator-inlet
guide vane row incorporates long chord, low aspect ratio blading, and thus is
employed as the support frame for the two rotors. The scroll assembly is
attached to this single mid-frame by swinging links. The mid-frame design
approach permits both first and second stage rotor removal without further fan
disassembly, a desirable maintenance feature. The bearing system may incor-
porate either grease-packed or lubricated sumps depending on the fan application.
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Parametric Performance
The two stage fan design studies covered a range of fan pressure ratios
between 1.3 and 1.7. The lower regions of design pressure ratio were extended
to 1.3 for a direct comparison with the single stage fan concepts. At each
fan design pressure ratio, fans were sized for both VTO and cruise operation.
The fan design criteria for each system are derived from the conceptual design
studies of a 1.55 fan which is described in a later section of this report.
Fan sizing was performed using the uninstalled gas conditions as given
in Table VI. These gas conditions agree with those used for the single stage
fan designs and represent intermediate power setting for the cruise designs
and the three second hot day rating for the VTO designs. The designs assump-
tions used in sizing the two stage fan system were as follows:
• The fan tip speed is established by ten degrees of forward running
swirl in the tip turbine exhaust flow.
• The fans are designed for confluent flow of the fan and turbine
exhaust flows. The Mach numbers at the mixing station are 0.55 for
both flows.
• The first stage hub radius ratio is based on a loading criteria
established by the aerodynamic design studies of the 1.55 pressure
ratio fan. The hub loading parameter for the first stage rotor is
2.28, based on fan exit radius ratio. The pressure rise at the
first stage hub is defined by the following relationship as derived
from the 1.55 fan design.
PR (hub) = 1 + 0.6397 (PR - 1) - 0.1099
The 0.6397 parameter represents the ratio of average Stage 1 to total
pressure rise of the two stages. The 0.1099 parameter corrects the
hub pressure rise for the first stage pressure rise distribution.
2
• The fan inlet specific flow at the design point is 39.2 Ib/sec-ft .
Application of this design criteria to both the designed for VTO and
cruise fan systems produced the family of two stage fans as given in Tables
XXII and XXIII. The significant fan design parameters are presented graphic-
ally in Figures 34 through 38. The difference in fan tip speed for the two fan
designs as shown in Figure 36 is established by the 10 degree turbine exit
swirl limit and the higher turbine pressure ratio for the VTO design. This
difference is reflected in the first stage inlet radius ratio as shown in Figure
34. The radius ratio limit of 0.34 is established by the mechanical design
limitations for insertion of the blade dovetails into the first stage disk.
The ten fan designs were used as the basis for estimating VTO and cruise
performance for one J101 gas generator driving the tip turbine of one
lift/cruise fan. The VTO performance is estimated for sea level static
operation at the 90° F (308° K) ambient air temperature condition as established
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for the design criteria in the NASA VTOL transport studies. The gas generator
short time ratings were used during the development of this performance data
using the assumed installation factors given in Table IX.
The VTO performance for the two stage fans reflecting the two types
of design criteria is listed in Tables XXIV and XXV. All performance for
the VTO designs is presented for 360 degrees of turbine arc operation. The
performance for the fans designed for cruise is presented for 240 degree tur-
bine arc operation. Standard day performance at full and 2/3 arc is given
to show the effects of partial arc operation for these two stage fan designs.
Cruise performance for the range of fan design pressure ratios is given
in Tables XXVI through XXXV. Representative performance for the two fan
designs with a pressure ratio of 1.7 is shown in Figures 39 through 44. The
curves in these figures represent a single characteristic of the calculated
performance covering the range of altitudes and Mach numbers.
Installation and Weights
The base point two stage fan includes a cylindrical inlet to the
first stage rotor. The fan scroll assembly includes a double entry with a
single bubble flowpath. The fan exhaust is at the exit plane of the second
stage turbotip rotor where the outer casing flange is provided for transition
into the fan exhaust system. The outer casing is not designed to accept the
structural loads associated with the fan exhaust and thrust deflection con-
figuration. The second stage fan rotor hub is terminated in a blunt base.
In the actual fan installation, the base fairing may be a rotating centerbody
attached to the second stage disk. Because of the dependency of the hub
flowpath on the particular nozzle system, this component is not included as
a fan system component.
Figure 45 shows the cross-section of a two stage fan system and identifies
the significant fan dimensions. The fan planform and extreme installation
dimensions are as shown in Figure 46. Figures 47 through 50 show the effects
of fan design criteria and pressure ratio on these significant fan dimensions.
Fan weight for the full size fan being powered by the J101 gas generator
are shown in Figure 51. The weights are given for the following three design
concepts:
• Fans designed for cruise without the capability of operating partial
arc in the VTO mode. -
• Fans designed for cruise but including the design modification
required for 240 degrees of partial arc operation in the VTO mode.
During VTO operation, the fan is designed to sustain the operating
conditions associated with the gas generator short-t;ime ratings.
• Fans designed for cruise and capable of operating with 360 degree of




Figures 52 and 53 present the scale factors required for estimation of
the weight and installation dimensions for variable size two stage fan systems.
Figure 52 gives the weight scaling factors while Figure 53 presents the dimension
scale factor based on the full size fan system operating with the full J101
gas generator exhaust flow.
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OPERATING LIMITS
The range of cruise operation for the turbotip lift/cruise fan systems is
established by the following limits:
• Altitude - Mach number envelope as given in Figure 54.
• A 105 percent physical speed limit for the J101 gas generator.
• A 114 percent corrected speed limit for the J101 gas generator.
• A 100 percent physical speed limit for the lift/cruise fan.
• A 105 percent corrected speed limit for the lift/cruise fan.
The envelope established by the physical and corrected speed limits of
the J101 gas generator are given in Figure 55. These limits are presented as a
function of previously used corrected fan turbine inlet temperature parameter.
The envelope established by the fan physical and corrected speed limits are
given in Figure 56.
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PERFORMANCE DERIVATIVES
The cruise performance developed for the parametric fan system was based
on a set of assumed installation parameters. These parameters were selected
as being typical for the engine installed in a VSTOL aircraft system. Corrections
to the fan performance for different installation conditions may be obtained
through the use of derivatives of performance with respect to changes in the
particular parameter. The most significant installation parameters that affect
performance are:
• Engine inlet recovery
• Engine customer bleed
• Interconnect ducting pressure loss
• Fan inlet recovery
• Fan nozzle velocity coefficient
Fan performance was evaluated for variation of each of the installation
parameters and the appropriate derivatives were determined. Some derivatives
are independent of fan design condition while others vary with both fan design
pressure and type of fan design. Figures 57 through 63 present the performance
derivatives applicable to the fan systems developed during this study.
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ALTERNATE DESIGN STUDIES
During the design studies,' derivatives of the base point single and two
stage fans were considered for investigation of the effects of several
alternate design approaches. The following discussions present the results
of several of these design studies.
Effects of Control Margin on Fan Designs
During the initial phases of the system study, the short-time engine
ratings were established based on engine speed, turbine temperature and fan
stall margins. This study identified the 2 minute and 3 second rating
points. These ratings, when considered in the fan designs, produced thrust
control margins of about 19 to 20 percent. The required level of control
margin is actually established by the aircraft requirements based on propulsion
system locations within the aircraft planform, control design criteria and
aircraft geometry. A 20 percent lift control level was selected to be
representative of typical aircraft requirements. Later in the program, a
special study was undertaken to investigate effects of higher lift control
margins on fan sizing, performance and weight.
For the J101 engine, the method employed to increase the control margins
is to derate the engine during nominal operation. This derate method is
required since the maximum lift conditions are set by the engine 3 second
and emergency ratings, which are fixed limitations. The nominal rated
operation of the engine is derated by increasing the discharge flow function
or fan turbine nozzle area. Figures 64 through 66 present the gas conditions
at the engine discharge for a typical range of engine discharge flow function.
The discharge flow shown in Figure 64 includes the flow addition associated
with the levels of flow transfer required to achieve engine operation equiva-
lent to the 3 second and emergency rating points.
The fan design point, or maximum power condition, is established by normal
maximum control operation. The engine discharge gas conditions were used to
size a series of fans, all designed for VTO operation and a fan pressure ratio
of 1.4. The effects of engine operating point on fan size and fan static thrust
is shown in Figures 67 and 68. The lift control capability for this matrix of
fan designs and engine operation is given in Figure 69. The control levels
attendant with normal and emergency operation as identified by the dashed lines
in the figure. Only one level of normal and emergency operation can be achieved
for a selected set of engine operating conditions.
The fan weight increments associated with fans designed for these levels of
control margin was determined and is shown in Figure 70.
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Effects of Control Margin on Cruise Performance
During the design studies of the two stage fan systems, a study was
performed to determine the effects of control margin on cruise performance.
Normal design control margins were established at 20 percent. A higher level
of about 30 percent was selected for this comparison. In order to achieve this
level of control, the J101 gas generator must be derated during normal operation
by increasing the engine discharge flow function or fan turbine nozzle area.
The 30 percent control margin required a 4.9 percent increase in engine flow
function. The estimated installed gas generator discharge conditions for this
level of operation are listed in Table XXXVI. These gas generator conditions
were used to estimate sea level static and 36,000 feet cruise performance for
a group of two stage fan designs. The fans were first resized to reflect the
increased turbine flow at the 3 second rating, with power transfer. The
gas conditions used for the fan sizing are given in Table XXXVII and the fan
design parameters are listed in Table XXXVIII. Two fan systems were studied
with design pressure ratios of 1.4 and 1.6.
The cruise performance for these VTO fan designs was determined for a range
of flight speeds at an altitude of 36,000 feet. The fan cruise performance is
listed in Tables XXXIX and XL. A comparison was made between this perfor-
mance and similar fan systems designed for a 20 percent control margin. Thrust,
fuel flow and fan airflow ratios were determined and are presented in Figures 71
through 78.
At high power settings, the increased levels of control margins, 20 to 30
percent, produce a fan net thrust decrease of 6 to 8 percent with an
engine fuel flow decrease of about 5.5 percent. Thus, the fans designed for
higher control levels will have a specific fuel consumption increase of about
2 percent. The trends are fairly consistent for the range of lift fan
pressure ratios.
Alternate Scroll Configurations
The maximum installation diameter of the fan system is established by
the boundaries of the scroll ducting. In an effort to reduce the maximum
installation dimensions, a multiple feed scroll configuration was considered.
This configuration provides two auxiliary scroll inlets which supply the gas
flow to the extreme 120 degree of turbine arc. A sketch of the fan planform
is shown in Figure 79. Each of the two auxiliary inlets carry one sixth of
the engine flow and require an inside diameter of 9.5 inches. The remaining
engine flow is delivered by the two main inlets with a diameter of 13.5 inches.
These inlets may either be oriented as an axial or radial type of inlet duct.
The planform installation dimensions for this alternate scroll configura-
tion are given in Figure 80 for the single stage fan system. A comparison of
the dimensions with the conventional design shows a diameter decrease of about
5 inches in the plane perpendicular to the main scroll inlets, dimension
"A". Planform dimensions for two stage fan concepts employing the same scroll
design concept are given in Figure 81. The design changes for this type of
scroll are estimated to represent a weight increase of 10 pounds for each lift
fan, regardless of the fan design.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDIES
Coincident with the parametric performance studies, conceptual design
studies were performed to investigate those fan design features that differ
significantly from existing fan technology. Two basic fan designs were selected
for these studies, a single stage fan with a 1.4 design pressure ratio and
a two stage fan with a 1.55 pressure ratio. Both fan systems were designed
. for cruise and operate with the full gas flow of the J101 gas generator.
Fan Aerodynamic Design
The fan aerodynamic'design parameters for the two designs are given in
Table XLI. The values of many of the designs were chosen during the initial
studies and, in some cases, were the results of previous design studies made
in an attempt to obtain the best compromise of high performance and low weight.
Selection of the fan pressure ratios was based on trends of the concurrent
aircraft studies, with airflow and size established by the available gas gene-
rator power. Aerodynamic design consideration strongly influenced the selection
of many of the design parameters. The fan discharge static pressure was
established by a fan exit Mach number requirement. Since these fan systems
were considered for operation as both a lift and a cruise type fan, it is
desirable to maintain low fan exit Mach numbers at the fan exit or inlet to
the thrust vectoring system. A maximum Mach number of 0.55 was established by
this criteria, which in turn, established the fan exit static pressure varia-
tion with fan design pressure ratio.
The aerodynamic design of the fan systems was accomplished using a computer
program which numerically solves the axisymmetric differential equations of
compressible flow along desired calculation boundaries. The theory is a mod-
ification and extension of the equation derived by Theodore Katsanis, Reference
6. The program is capable of handling flows with or without blade rows,
variable total pressure profiles and leaned or unleaned stators.
The design of the blade rows was accomplished using a second computational
procedure which uses the air and streamline inclination angles generated during
the aerodynamic design. Airfoil definition data, blade coordinates, stall and
choke margins, and other important blade parameters are generated.
The previously described aerodynamic design procedures were used to
established the two stage fan flowpath and blade geometry in a unified study
with the appropriate mechanical design activities. This level of detailed
aerodynamic design was not warranted for the single stage fan design because
of the close similarity to previous designs such as the LF460 as defined in
Reference 1. The LF460 fan system was designed to develop a fan pressure
ratio of 1.35 at a fan tip speed at 1125 feet per second. The differences of
blading design between the 1.35 and 1.40 pressure ratio, at the same tip speed,
are not sufficient to require a complete aerodynamic design process for use
in the mechanical weight and geometry studies.
The two stage fan represented a new concept and a complete aerodynamic
design was necessary to establish the blading geometry based on the overall
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fan performance parameters for the 1.55 pressure ratio design. Figures 82
through 84 show the total and static pressure distribution across the flowpath
at the inlet and exit of each of the rotors and the single stator. The
associated absolute and relative inlet Mach numbers are shown in Figure 85.
The blade loading factors, difusion factors and static pressure rise coeffi-
cients are presented in Figures 86 and 87. Moderate blade loadings, less
than 0.5, are maintained through appropriate blading design.
Figure 88 through 90 show the blade inlet and exit air angles along with
the appropriate blade leading and trailing edge angles. Design levels of
incidence and deviation angles can be observed by comparing the blade and
air angles.
The significant rotor and stator blading design parameters, such as thick-
ness, chord, solidity, and stagger and camber angles, are given in Figures 91
through 95. Figure 96 gives the relationship between the stream function
parameters, used to present the aerodynamic data, and the radial location at
the inlet and exit plane for each blade row.
Turbine Aerodynamic Design
The turbine designs used in both the single and two stage fans are impulse
designs with 360 degrees of active admission arc. The flowpath is basically an
axial flow type with small levels of radially inward slope for compatibility
with the fan rotor outer flowpath. The scrolls used to feed the tip turbine
are a "single bubble" design with double inlets that each supply 180 degrees
of the turbine arc. The scroll diameters are established by about a 0.35 flow
Mach number around the circumference except during the last 60 degrees where
the scroll bubble diameter remains constant.
The tip turbine is driven by the exhaust gases of the J101 engine, and
therefore, the design point was established by the sea level static intermediate
power setting for this cruise type fan design. The design gas conditions and
the appropriate turbine design parameters are listed in Table XLII. The single
and two stage turbine designs reflect two basic design differences. The
turbine pressure ratio for the two stage fan is lower than the single stage
fan because of the increased fan back pressure or turbine exit static pressure.
In addition, the single stage fan is permitted to operate at a higher exit
swirl level since the single stage design incorporated an exit stator row.
The ten degree exit swirl level for the two stage design was established as
the limiting residual swirl and thus establishes the maximum fan tip speed.
The pitch line velocity diagrams for the two reference turbine designs are
given in Figures 97 and 98. These turbine designs are representative of designs
employed in previous tip turbine driven lift fans. The turbine overall pressure
ratio is relatively moderate for a single stage impulse turbine and the bucket
relative Mach numbers are reasonable.
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Single Stage Fan Mechanical Design
The extent of the design studies for the single stage fan concept was
limited to analysis of those design features that differ from the LF460 fan,
Reference 1, the modified LF460 configuration, Reference 4, and the military
versions, Reference 5. The original LF460 fan design incorporated a triple
bubble scroll and four strut front frame. These design features were estab-
lished by a design requirement of minimum installation depth coupled with
minimum installation diameters. In addition, the fan design incorporated
acoustic features such as two chord rotor-stator spacing, acoustic suppression
and leaned or non radial exit stator vanes. These features represented penalties
in both fan weight and performance that are not required for a military
lift/cruise fan configuration. The first phase of the design evaluation was
to simplify the scroll and front frame design. The scroll was modified to a
single bubble design and the front frame was changed to a non-radial three
strut configuration. These design features provided a significant weight
reduction from an original weight of 789 pounds (358 kg) to 717 pounds (325 kg)
or about a 10 percent weight reduction. A further weight reduction and per-
formance improvement was obtained by removal of the two chord spacing and exhaust
suppression features as required for low noise generation. This configuration
represented the military fan version of the LF460. A comparison of the fan
geometries for these two phases of fan design evolution is shown in Figure 99.
The fan weight for a comparable military lift fan with this configuration would
be about 670 pounds (304 kg). The weight improvement realized by these changes
was significant.
The performance and weights of this military lift fan that used the J97
engine as the gas generator were used as the reference designs for these studies.
The configuration changes considered and the reasons for these changes are as
follows:
• Front Frame Changed to a Cylindrical Casing;
Lift fan designs have normally incoporated the fan inlet bellmouth as
part of the fan configuration. Since the study fans were considered
primarily as a cruise propulsion component, a nacelle installation
represents the normal case. Thus, an integral bellmouth was no longer
required, and the bellmouth was replaced with a cylindrical casing for
a more axial fan inlet flowpath.
• Lubricated Fan Rotor Bearings;
Previous lift fan designs have incorporated grease packed bearings.
Successful fan operation has been demonstrated for this type of
lubrication. The fan bearing inspection and regrease cycle was about
50 to 100 hours of fan operation. This level of operating time was
acceptable for fan systems used exclusively for VTOL operation. Fan
systems required for operation as a cruise device require a much
longer operating life, and thus a conventional forced feed oil system
is required. Such a system was incorporated in the fan designs
considered during this study. A description of this lubrication
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system, which operates using the engine driven pumps, will be given
later in the text of this report.
• Reduced Fan Exit Velocities;
Fan components utilized in cruise systems require an exhaust nozzle
system that maintains design fan operation for a large range of
altitudes, flight Mach number and power setting. This requirement
establishes the need for an exhaust system with some method of nozzle
area control. Since the fans are also used for vertical thrust
operation, the exhaust nozzle must additionally include some method
of thrust vectoring. Exhaust nozzle systems of this type require
moderate inlet velocities for reasonable pressure losses and levels
of performance. For these studies, the maximum Mach number at the
nozzle inlet was set at 0.55. This level of exhaust velocity required
the fan system to operate at fan exit pressures greater than the
ambient static pressures. The nozzle systems also include the
confluent flow feature, that is, the turbine and fan discharge flows
are mixed prior to entering the exhaust nozzle minimum area or throat.
At the mixing station of the two flows, equal pressure levels are
maintained. Thus, the turbine exit pressure is established by the
pressure levels of the fan exit flow. For a turbine exit Mach
number of 0.55, the turbine design exit pressure levels are
established as a function of fan design conditions. The effects of
this design criteria on fan and turbine discharge pressures are
given in Figure 100 for the range of fan design pressure ratios
between 1.2 and 1.7. These design criteria were consistent for
both the single and two stage fan designs.
A cross-section drawing of the reference single stage fan design is
shown in Figure 101. This fan design includes those special features as
established during this study for application in the NASA military transport.
A description of the design features is as follows:
Front Frame
The principal components of the front frame assembly are the struts, hub,
dome and casing. The front frame is the main structural support for the rotor,
transferring all rotor loads, gyroscopic moments and inertial forces through the
scroll to the airframe mounts. The front frame incorporates a center hub for
mounting the rotor bearings and three structural struts oriented 120 degrees
apart. These struts restrict the relative axial deflections between the rotor
and adjacent structure. The struts are pinned at the hub and scroll allowing
the struts to follow radial movement due to thermal growth of the scroll.
The machined hub provides a load-carrying structure to transfer rotor
loads to the three struts. The hub is a machined titanium forging with lugs
for attachement to the struts.
Three equally spaced 9.0 inch cord struts provide the hub and rotor load-
path to the scroll mounts. The struts are structural spars utilizing top and
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bottom cap strips supported by a continuous shear web. A honeycomb filler
between the cap strips on each side of the web forms the required airfoil
contour. The honeycomb is adhesive-bonded between the web and the aluminum
face sheets.
The titanium honeycomb casing provides the aerodynamic outer flowpath at
the fan inlet and provides the necessary structural rigidity for the forward
air seal attachment. The casing is mounted to the scroll with 36 "A" frame
brackets and is fabricated in two'cylindrical sections to allow assembly to the
scroll.
A flange at the forward edge provides for mating with the airframe bell-
mouth or nacelle. A formed "U" channel brazed to the aft edge provides for
mounting of the forward air seal. Axial holes within the casing admit air
from the fan cavity to the "U" channel and eject it through metering slots
forward of the honeycomb seal. A 0.25 inch thick insulation blanket is
attached on the scroll side of the casing to limit soak back temperatures at
shutdown.
At the three locations where the scroll mount brackets penetrate the
casing, the honeycomb is crushed to provide a flange with six anchor nuts
riveted to the back side. These are used to mount a slip seal around each
scroll mount bracket.
The dome provides the aerodynamic contour over the hub region of the front
frame. The dome has cutouts at each strut location to allow unrestricted strut
motion during fan operation. The dome is formed from 0.25 inch thick aluminum
honeycomb sandwich.
The forward air seal assembly is attached to the aft inner surface of the
casing. This seal assembly utilizes segmented open faced honeycomb mating
with a single tooth seal lip on the rotor to restrict the hot gas leakage
from the turbine inlet into the fan stream. A segmented slip seal brazed to
the scroll and bolted to the casing controls leakage from the fan cavity,
between the casing and scroll, into the turbine rotor inlet. The air deflector
directs the hot gas seal leakage rearward to minimize effects on the incoming
fan air stream.
Scroll
The turbine scroll distributes the engine exhaust gases through two 180
degree arms to feed the turbine nozzle annulus. The gas leaves the scroll
through the nozzle partitions at a constant exit angle to drive the tip turbine.
To minimize weight, a simple single bubble scroll is utilized. The scroll
provides a load path to transfer front frame and casing loads to the airframe
mounts. The scroll assembly incorporates the inlet elbows, bubble, nozzle
partitions and exhaust section.
Two inlet elbows direct the inlet gas tangentially. These elbows provide
a controlled area change to maintain a constant Mach number as the flow is
turned and fed to the first section of nozzle partitions. The elbows have a
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flange at the inlet for bolting to the gas duct system. A partition separates
the two inlets and provides the structural load path from the front frame strut
to the airframe mount beneath the scroll inlets.
The bubble cross-sectional area decreases to maintain a constant Mach flow
condition as the gas is distributed to the first 120 degree segment of the
nozzle partitions. For structural reasons, the diameter remains constant from
120 degree to the 180 degree point, opposite the inlets.
The scroll exhaust consists of an inner flowpath to which the slip seal
is brazed, and an outer flowpath which incorporates the rear frame flange.
Both flowpaths are eloxed prior to brazing to accept the nozzle partitions.
Variation of the gas flow angles inside the scroll requires three different
families of nozzle partitions to turn the gas and provide a constant nozzle
discharge angle. Each cast nozzle partition has a local protuberance on the
pressure side which establishes the throat area for the convergent-divergent
supersonic nozzle design. The nozzles are twisted slightly because of the
required canting relative to the buckets. The canted position is necessary
in order to carry the bubble membrane loads across the partitions.
The three fan mounts, spaced 120 degrees apart, are machined brackets
having a 1 inch diameter uniball for airframe mounting. A drag link mount
clevis welded to the bubble is provided 180 degrees from the scroll inlet to
accept one half of the fore and aft fan inertia loads and half of any residual
scroll nozzle torque loads.
The outer surface of the scroll is covered with 0.50 inch thick Min-K
insulation bagged in a quartz cloth blanket.
Rotor
The rotor incorporates a single stage fan and tip turbine. The fan stage
has 88 high aspect ratio blades. Each has two part-span shrouds to control
blade vibrations and torsional flutter. Torque transmission is accomplished
through these part-span shrouds and a blade tip lockup. Each blade has a
brazed turbine sector at its tip, and a single hook dovetail at the blade
root for disk attachment. The fan blades are multiple circular arc airfoils.
The inner fan flowpath is established by integral platforms on the blade root
and the adjacent disk dovetail posts. The outer fan flowpath is defined by the
fan blade tip shroud.
The turbine consists of 88 sectors, each containing three hollow uncooled
shrouded buckets having integral tip shrouds with each turbine sector brazed
to the tip of each fan blade.
The disk and shaft transmit blade and bucket loads to the bearings, and
must have sufficient strength to limit rotor tip deflection to reasonably
small clearance variations with the non-rotating parts. The titanium disk
halves are electron beam welded together with the stud shaft an integral part
of the forward disk. The disk rim is contour-machined to form the hub flow-
path with blade retainer hooks located on the aft face of the rim.
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The rotor is supported by two oil lubricated bearings, one deep-trough,
angular-contact thrust bearing and one preloaded roller bearing. The roller
bearing employs an out-of-round inner ring which loads the rollers to prevent
skidding. The sump is a self-contained removable subassembly allowing the
rotor to be balanced on its own bearings prior to fan assembly. The bearings
and sump maintain rotor concentricity and alignment with non-rotating parts
while transmitting rotor thrust, maneuver loads and other dynamic loads to the
front frame. The bearing sump is sealed fore and aft with an air purged piston
ring type seal. An oil slinger centrifuges the oil for discharge back to the
gas generator oil tank. All oil is provided by the gas generator. The pro-
posed bearing sump configuration may be modified into a grease packed config-
uration by replacement of minor components such as the seals and seal runners.
Rear Frame
The major components of the rear frame include the fan and turbine stator
vanes, the fan and turbine exit flowpaths and the mid-box structure. Air loads
induced on the fan stators are transferred through the mid-box and the turbine
struts to the rear frame casing and then to the scroll. The rear frame accepts
all stator aerodynamic and maneuver loading. A spherically shaped cover
provides a seal across the hub of the fan, allows access to the rotor instru-
mentation and is flanged at the outer radius for bolting to the hub ring. A
honeycomb filled structural box forms the hub ring to retain the inboard end
of the fan stator vanes providing structural stiffness while its outer
diameter provides the inner fan flowpath.
Fifty-six fan stator vanes are incorporated into the rear frame. The
vanes are hollow titanium, double circular arc airfoil sections with a thick-
ness to chord ratio of 5.0 percent. Actual vane chord is 3.83 inches and has
a die formed internal stiffener brazed into each hollow vane. Two full-span
hat sections provide stability for the vane skins to preclude buckling. A
circumferential splitter at mid-span precludes an adverse flutter parameter.
The mid-box separates the fan and turbine exhaust streams and transfers
vane loads through the mid-box to the turbine vanes. The structural portion
of the titanium mid-box is a brazed circumferential box section with "U" channel
stiffeners into which the stator vanes are brazed. The steel inner turbine
flowpath is brazed to each of the 56 steel turbine vanes which in turn are
brazed to the steel outer turbine casing. The inner and outer flowpaths provide
the flow passage for the turbine exhaust. The aft edge of the inner flowpath
is riveted to flexible leaves which bolt to the forward side of the mid-box.
The turbine struts transfer the rear frame loads into the scroll.
A 0.25 inch thick Min-K insulation blanket bagged in a quartz cloth
attaches to the inner surface of the inner flowpath to protect the mid-box
from the turbine exhaust temperatures. The 16 segments of the aft air seal
restrict the flow of hot gas from the turbine stream into the fan stream.
The aft air seal bolts to the forward end of the mid-box. The open face honey-
comb mates with a single tooth lip on the aft side of the rotor carrier.
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Two Stage Fan Mechanical Design
The two stage fan concept represents a departure from the conventional
single stage turbotip lift fan system. The single stage fan concept was
derived to meet the requirements of high augmentation ratio, lightweight
and low overall thickness as established for pod or wing mounted lift fans
in VTOL aircraft systems. During the more recent evolution in VTOL aircraft
systems, the trends of propulsion has been directed more towards higher fan
pressure ratios with an associated reduction in augmentation ratios. One
of the dominent factors pressing for higher pressure ratio has been the use
of the turbotip lift fan for cruise, as well as the normal VTOL operation.
The remote fan is usually installed in a conventional nacelle configuration
where installed diameter and frontal area are significant factors. The single
stage fan system has.been an attractive configuration where the fan pressure
ratios are below about 1.4. For higher pressure ratios, the fan inlet hub
becomes excessively large because of rotor hub aerodynamic loading and limita-
tions of fan tip speed of the tip turbine rotor. A comparison of possible
method for reduction of fan tip speed and hub radius ratio showed that the two
stage fan concept has the potential for an attractive high pressure remote
fan system. The first stage rotor of the two stage fan is a conventional stage
which is employed to develop about two-thirds of the overall system pressure
rise. For the range of design pressure ratios considered, the first stage
rotor can accept low inlet radius ratios with moderate fan tip speeds compatible
with the levels for turbotip rotors. The overall installation dimensions are
further reduced since the tip turbine is located on the second stage rotor
and partially shielded behind the first stage rotor tip diameter.
A conceptual design study of this turbotip fan configuration was performed
as part of this study. The fan configuration developed during this study is
shown in Figure 102. The fan consists of two major static components, the
scroll and the mid-frame, in addition to the two rotor systems. The following
discussion describes the design features of the major components of the two
stage fan system.
Frame
The principal components of the front frame are the hub, stator vanes,
and outer flowpath ring structure. The frame is the structural support for
the rotor, transferring all rotor loads, gyroscopic moments and inertia forces
to the scroll from which they are transferred to the airframe mounts. The
frame incorporates a center hub for mounting the rotor bearing housings and
27 stator vanes which act as struts to transfer hub loading to the scroll.
The vanes restrict the relative axial deflections between the rotor components
and the adjacent structure. On the pressure side of each vane at its inter-
section with the outer flowpath ring structure is an air scoop which picks up
air for cooling the second stage air seal. The outer end of each stator vane
is attached to an "A" frame link which is attached to the scroll thus allowing
the rotor and frame assembly to remain concentric with the scroll during
scroll thermal excursions.
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The hub portion of the frame is a titanium fabricated assembly composed
of a stationary shaft, upper and lower cover plates and 27 outer ring sectors.
The hub is machined on the inside to accept the rotor bearing housing. The
outer surface has machined circumferential flanges which accept the two cover
plates and axial slots which accept the stator vane ends.
The 27 stator vanes are double circular arc airfoil sections having a 6.9
inch chord, 6.0 percent thickness and a 1.5 percent leading and trailing edge
thickness. The vanes are fabricated from titanium using a hollow core section
with solid leading and trailing edges. The hollow core consists of titanium
honeycomb with.020 inch thick face sheets. Each vane section has machined
ends for attachment to the scroll links. The outer flowpath casing is brazed
to each of the vane assemblies.
The outer flowpath casing is an assembly composed of an upper and a lower
section, as shown in Figure 103. The upper casing contains the honeycomb seal
for the first stage rotor. The forward edge of the casing is flanged for
attachment of the fan inlet flowpath casing, an aircraft component. The lower
flange is provided for access during installation of the "A" frames for attach-
ment of the scroll to the fan casing.
The lower section of the lower casing ring contains a fabricated cavity.
This cavity provides a flowpath for directing cooling air over the second
stage rotor tip seal. Cooling air is obtained from the scoops located on
the pressure side of each of the stator vanes. This pressurized air is directed
over the backside of the honeycomb seal and returned to the main flow just
forward of the second rotor inlet plane. A laminated seal covers the gap
between the frame casing and the scroll structure. This seal is required
to prevent leakage of the hot turbine gases into the aircraft cavity that
surrounds the fan. The seal assembly is fabricated to the scroll flow
deflector and bolted to the frame casing during assembly.
Scroll
The turbine scroll distributes the engine exhaust gases through two 180
degree arms to feed the turbine nozzle annulus. To minimize weight, a simple
single bubble scroll was considered for this reference design study. An
alternate scroll configuration can be provided to further reduce the fan
installation dimensions with attendent increases of fan weight. A typical
alternate multi-feed scroll has previously been described. Other more
specialized configurations are possible but will require a coordinated study
and evaluation of the fan weight trade-off when compared to overall aircraft
performance and weights.
The scroll assembly is a high temperature pressure vessel that makes use
of circular cross-sections whenever possible. The scroll structural members
are fabricated from cast or sheet metal Rend 41 material. This turbine inlet
stators or nozzles are hollow vanes, cast to a 0.040 inch wall thickness.
Each nozzle partition is brazed into the inner and outer bands of the scroll.
This completed assembly provides the basic structure for attachment of the
scroll bubble or flowpath.
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The scroll flowpath, Including the two inlets, is fabricated from 0.060
inch thick material. The fabricated structure is then chemically-milled to
the required metal thickness, except at the areas of weldments.
The exhaust flowpath is formed by the two machined rings that contain the
turbine inlet stators. The contours of these rings are established by the
turbine design flowfield between the stator exit and rotor inlet. An
interwoven leaf seal is riveted and brazed to the exhaust inner rings. This
loop seal is required to span the scroll to frame gap that varies with scroll
metal temperature. The total scroll assembly is then enclosed in an insula-
tion blanket that consists of two layers of 0.002 inch foil and one-half inch
of insulation.
General Rotor
The rotor assembly as shown in Figure 102 includes two compressor or fan
stage operating on a single stub shaft with an integral concentric tip turbine
located on the second stage rotor. The first stage rotor contains 50
blades with an aspect ratio of about 4.2. This first stage rotor presents a
possible application of composite blade designs. For this case, the number of
rotor blades would be reduced to 28 without either tip or mid-span shrouds.
The second stage rotor employs lightweight design and advanced fabrica-
tion methods as developed for the single stage fan systems. The second stage
rotor contains 70 blades with an integral tip turbine assembly containing
three turbine blades per fan blade. The second stage disk utilizes twin web
geometry proven by operation in previous lift fan systems. An integral
electron beam welded design is used to eliminate the need for through-bolted
construction. The bearings employ inner race rotation and a preloaded roller
bearing for skidding prevention. The preloaded bearing concept employs an
out-of-round outer race for maintaining roller bearing pressure loads during
operation when the external applied bonds are low. Previous lift fan
experience has shown that a preloaded roller bearing design is required for
fan systems that have a full 360 degeee turbine arc of admission.
The rotor offers the following design features:
• Integral blade and tip turbine sector.
• New high-strength blade alloy (Rend 95).
• Torque transmission by two blade part-span shrouds and a
blade tip lockup.
• One-piece turbine bucket and tip shroud.
• Buckets designed for improved FOD resistance.
• High temperature bucket alloy, Udimet 700.
• Turbine assembly requires only one braze cycle.
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o Electron beam welded disk with integral shaft and integral
webs.
o Sump is a self-contained removable subassembly.
o Rotor that can be balanced on its own bearings prior to fan
assembly.
Other design features include:
o Seventy high-aspect ratio fan blades each integrally joined
to three low-aspect ratio turbine buckets.
o Single-hook blade dovetail design.
o Dovetail contact surfaces coated with copper-nickel-
indium and Aquadag to minimum fretting and galling.
o Part-span and tip lockup contact surfaces hard-coated
to minimize wear.
o Overhung disk.
o Hub flowpath formed by integrally contoured disk platform.
o Rotor supported by two bearings (one angular-
contact thrust bearing and one preloaded roller bearing).
Stage 1 Rotor-Titanium
The first stage rotor, for the titanium design, contains 50 blades. The
definition of these blades, chord, camber, stagger and thickness has been
described in the previous section of the report covering the fan aerodynamic
design. The blade material was selected to be 6-4 titanium, and with a 4
percent thickness, both tip and mid-span shrouds are required. The mid-span
requirement was established by the torsional stability criteria of the rotor.
The proposed design results in a reduced velocity parameter of 1.5 which is
satisfactory for safe flutter-free operation.
The titanium design first stage rotor is a high flexural design having
considerable margins over potential two and four per revolution stimulus. The
mode shapes were determined for this design and are depicted in Figure 104.
Stress levels were determined for design operation of the rotor and are sum-
marized in Figures 105 through 107. Peak blade stresses of 40 to 50,000 psi
(275 to 345 kN/mm ) in the root region are acceptable for the selected blade
material. The blades are attached to the disk by a single tang dovetail, with
the hub flowpath formed by integral blade platforms.
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Stage 1 Rotor-Composite . . .
In view of the complexity and expense of the 50 Stage 1 titanium
blades, which require a tip and midspan shroud, a study was undertaken to use
hybrid composite blades. The advantages of such blades are many. First of
all, it is a simple cantilevered blade of which fewer are required. In
addition, composite materials are less notch sensitive thus maintaining high
fatigue strength. Many different number of blades, blade thicknesses and
material layups were explored to establish the best composite blade design.
This study showed that the 28 blade design with a root thickness of 8 percent
emerged as an excellent candidate. The blade is a "high flex" design
which means the first flexural frequency crosses the 2 per rev line at 115 percent
speed as shown in Figure 108. The first torsipnal reduced velocity is only
1.32 which is lower than that of the titanium blade and is representative of
a higher stability margin. The blade airfoil geometry was scaled from that
for the 50 blade titanium design and is plotted in Figure 109. A comparison
of important data for the 50 blade titanium design and the 28 blade composite
design is shown in Table XLIII. Average steady state centrifugal stresses at
100 percent speed are shown in Figure llO. They are quite low due to the low
density of the composite material. For these blades, a hybrid polymetric
composite material consisting of 50 volume percent graphite at +22° layup
angle for transverse strength and torsional stiffness. Additional material
properties are shown in Table XLIV.
The lower aspect ratio composite blade combined with its increased mass
per blade should offer improved bird impact resistance over the metal blade.
A fan layout with composite blades is shown on Figure 111.
Stage 2 Rotor
The second rotor contains 70 blades, each having an integrally attached
turbine sector at the tip. The blade configuration is shown in Figure 112,
and identifies the radial location of the two part span shrouds. The blades
employ multiple circular arc airfoil designs with the geometry as previously
defined. The outer fan flowpath is established by the fan blade tip shroud
geometry with hub flowpath determined by the blade platforms combined
with the adjacent dovetail posts.
Blade rigidity for frequency control and torque transmission is provided
at the root by the dovetail, along the airfoil by part-span lockups near the
1/3 and 2/3 span points, and at the tip by the tip shroud lockup. Axial
blade retention is provided in the forward direction by an integral hook on
the dovetail aft face and in the aft direction .by a blade retainer ring.
The exhaust gas temperature produces metal temperatures in the blade-
turbine attachment region above the maximum design allowable temperature
of any titanium alloy. For this reason, the blades are made of Rene" 95, a
relatively new nickel-base alloy. Rend 95 offers strength margins higher
than other candidate blade materials at room temperature and at elevated temper-
atures.
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The blade root attachment to the disk is made using a straight, single-hook
dovetail with a 55° flank angle. -Straight, single-hook dovetails are employed
for ease of manufacture and reliability. Strength levels even at overspeed
conditions are adequate. The dovetail and the dovetail shank extension to
the airfoil are progressively stronger than the blade root, as required for
good rotor design practices.
Airfoil centrifugal stress levels were evaluated at design speed and are
shown in Figure 113. Mises-Hencky stresses are shown in Figure 114 and blade
airfoil resultant spanwise stresses in Figure 115. Fundamental frequencies,
node shapes and reduced velocity calculations are shown in Figure 116. This
blade design yields a velocity parameter of 1.0 which is quite acceptable
for good flutter stability margins.
The blade part-span shrouds are triangular platform extensions from
the airfoil surface. The shrouds are located near the 1/3 and 2/3 span
blade locations. Cross-sections through the shroud taken along flow stream-
lines are elliptical to reduce flow losses. Flat contact surfaces provide
lockup between adjacent blades. The contact faces are set at 40 degrees
from tangential to balance steady state and dynamic loading. A hard coating
will be flame-sprayed onto the contact surface for long life. Torque
transmission is provided by the part-span shrouds and the tip lockups during
cross flow and partial scroll arc. Contact is assured between the blades at
all times by installing the blades with pretwist at assembly. The upper
part-span shroud is more highly stressed than the lower shroud. The combined
stress in the upper shroud under total loading (centrifugal bending, assembly
preload, airload untwist and torque transmission) is relatively low.
The blade tip section transitions from an airfoil into the blade tip
shroud which forms the fan tip flowpath and supports the seal. The siderails
support the turbine blades and transmit torque loads to the blade. The tip
shroud and the siderails are machined as integral parts of the blade. The
blade tip shroud, like the siderails, is tapered for better utilization of the
Rene" 95 material. No rupture life is consumed in the blade shroud; therefore,
the limiting design criteria is fatigue. The seal is. 0.015 inch thick arid
is formed from Rene" 41 sheet. This single-tooth running seal rubs the
stationary honeycomb seal strip on the front frame-bellmouth assembly, blocking
hot gas leakage from the tip turbine into the fan. This seal supports only its
own weight and is, therefore, not highly stressed. The seal is brazed to the
fan tip shroud and is replaceable. The siderails are tapered along the
tangential surface to obtain maximum material utilization and to reduce weight.
The upper part of the siderails is in the same temperature environment as the
braze. At these temperatures, only 25 percent of rupture life is consumed;
therefore, fatigue is the limiting design criteria for the siderails.
Fan Weight Summery
At the conclusion of the conceptual design studies, the overall fan weight
was estimated for the two base point designs. The total estimated weight of
the single stage fan assembly was 998 pounds (453 kg) and 718 pounds (326 kg)
for the two stage fan. Tables XLX and XLVI present the weight of the
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major fan components that contribute to the estimated total fan weight.
QThe weights of these referenced designs were used as the basis for estimating
the parametric fan weights. The parametric weights were determined by scaling




The response of lift fans to changes of inlet gas conditions is of
prime importance when the thrust from the lift fans is used for aircraft
altitude control. Therefore, as part of this study, a simplified transient
analysis was performed to compare the response rates of the various fan
designs including single and two stage fan systems.
Generalized Transient Response
The transient analysis is based on an idealized case where the response
rates of the gas generator, ducting and control valves are treated as instan-
taneous functions. This type of analysis is representative of fan alone
response, which has been shown in previous transient analysis to represent
the major contribution to the overall system response. The analysis assumes
a change of fan inlet gas conditions as would be experienced by the fan during
power transfer with an ETC type control. The initial and final gas conditions
are given in Table XLVII. These changes of gas conditions produce fan thrust
excursions of about 20 percent of nominal lift.
In the study, only the fan experiencing the increased power levels was
analyzed. During each control excursion, the corresponding opposite fan
will experience small changes of gas energy and, consequently, small speed or
thrust changes. The response of this opposite fan is an insignificant con-
tribution to the overall system response. In addition, the opposite fan is
subjected to thrust spoiling by an exit louver or nozzle system. The thrust
spoiling method of control is very rapid with limits imposed only by the
actuator rate. This fast thrust spoiling response, coupled with the slower
increasing fan thrust, yields an effective control time constant intermediate
between the response of the two fans.
This combination of power transfer and thrust spoiling for aircraft
attitude control is demonstrated by the general type of performance charac-
teristics shown in Figures 117 and 118. Figure 117 shows the typical variation
of the thrusts of the two fans during power transfer. During the control
excursion within the range of zero to maximum, the one fan experiences an
increase of thrust while the opposite fan undergoes only small changes. In
order to achieve constant total lift from the two fan systems, the fan thrust
is spoiled on the low level fan by an amount equal to the thrust increase of
the high level device.
The previous discussion represents the steady state performance for the
system. Figure 118 shows the typical transient response of the system during
ideal or instantaneous changes of fan inlet gas conditions. The lower figure
shows the representative transients of both the increasing fan and the fan with
thrust spoiling. Typical time constants for the response of the increasing
fan are between 0.2 and 0.3 seconds, where the time constant, T, is defined
as the time required to achieve 63 percent of the steady state input control
level. The time required to achieve thrust spoiling on the opposite fan is
in the range of 0.1 to 0.15 seconds. These different response rates can be
observed in the sketches. The total control moment is the thrust difference
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between the two fans taking into account the distance between fans as
determined by the aircraft installation. The development of this moment is
depicted in the figure. The effective time constant, or the time required
to develop 63 percent of the commanded control moment, is indicated to be
shorter than the increasing fan thrust change. Present aircraft control
criteria requires a fan response representative of a time constant of less
than 0.2 seconds. Through this combined system, control moment time constants,
as required to meet the aircraft criteria, can be achieved.
The analysis procedure will employ an approximate method based on steady
state fan aerodynamic performance in combination with transient changes of
fan rotor speed.
The analysis procedure used was as follows:
<->•'
• Initially, the fan is operating at some steady state condition.
• At some time interval, the gas conditions of the fan are instan-
taneously changed.
• This change of gas conditions produces a change of turbine power.
• Since the rotor speed cannot change instantaneously, this increased
turbine power is utilized to change the rotor speed. The power
required to drive the fan blading is simply a function of the fan
rotational speed, thus
Turbine Power = Fan Power + Rotor Inertia Power
• This torque balance is evaluated for a series of very small time
increments throughout the complete transient. This analysis yields
a variation of fan speed and thrust on a time basis.
This type of analysis was performed for both the single and two stage
fan concepts. Figure 119 shows a typical set of fan steady state data used
as input to the transient analysis. The gas conditions assumed at the fan
turbine inlet are for the 3 second rating point, and are representative of
the final conditions for a fan system receiving a maximum control input, The
final steady state speed of 3788 RPM and thrust of 17,580 pounds are repre-
sented by the balanced power condition. The initial steady state conditions
are established by the gas conditions prior to the control input. For this
analysis, the initial operating point was established by the comparable 2
minute operating point. Table XLVIII gives the initial and final steady
state conditions for the reference single and two stage fans used during the
transient analyses.
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Rotor Moment of Inertia
An essential input for the transient analysis is the rotor polar moment
of inertia, since the excess energy during the transient is absorbed by this
rotor inertia during the speed change. The rotor polar moment of inertia
was evaluated for both single and two stage fan designs. The effects of
fan pressure ratio and rotor design criteria are shown in Figures 120 and 121.
The three rotor design criteria were:
• Fan Designed for Cruise with no requirement to operate with partial
turbine admission arc. This is a reference design for comparison
with other fan systems and does not represent a practical system
design since the fan cannot absorb power transfer for control.
• Fan Designed for Cruise with requirement to operate with 240 d'egree
arc during VTO and power transfer operation. The fan size is the
same as the fan above, but the rotor inertia has increased because
of the added requirement for partial arc operation. Partial arc
operation requires a lower turbine bucket design stress criteria
because of expected increased vibratory stress levels.
• Fan Designed for VTO with no requirement for partial arc operation.
This rotor design criteria is similar to previous fan designs like
the LF460. This rotor has larger inertias because of the increased
diameters required to provide the control margin while operating
with a 360 degree turbine admission arc.
During the transient analysis, the effects of fan scale factors on
response were investigated. This analysis required estimates of effects of
diameter on rotor inertias with all other design criteria fixed. The estimated
effects of fan scale factor are shown in Figure 122.
Single Stage Fans
The transient analysis was performed for the two design types of
single stage fans. Each fan was designed to develop a fan pressure ratio of
1.4 at the design point. The analysis was performed for fan operation at
sea level static, hot day conditions.
The analysis procedures defined in the previous discussion were used
to determine the fan transient characteristics as shown in Figures 123 and
124. These data show the time variation of fan speed during an increasing
and decreasing thrust command. The effective time constant for both fan speed
and thrust is identified in the figures. The fan thrust characteristics
exhibit an unusual behavior at the beginning of the transients. This initial
change of thrust, in unison with the changes of turbine inlet gas conditions,
contributes to the smaller time constant for the thrust change as compared
to the rotor speed. The estimated time constants, both thrust and speed,
for the single stage fan systems are given in Table XLIX.
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As part of the single stage fan transient analysis, a study was per-
formed to investigate the effects of fan scaling on transient response. The
fan system designed for VTO was selected for this analysis. All performance
data were corrected to represent the scaled fan system. The rotor inertias
were also corrected for fan size using the scale factors given in Figure 122.
The results of this study, covering a large range of fan scaling, are shown
in Figure 125. Increasing the fan size by a factor of two produces a fan
time constant increase of about 40 percent. This change is small considering
the rotor inertia has increased by a factor of about 22 to 1.
Two Stage Fans
A similar analysis was performed for the two design types of two stage
fans. The reference fan design with a pressure ratio of 1.55 was used for
the study. The estimated time constants for these fan system are listed
in Table L. A comparison of a single and two stage time constants shows
the improvements exhibited by the two stage fan concept. This improvement
in time response can be attributed to the higher design pressure ratio and
the attendent higher percentage of turbine residual thrust„ In addition,
the two stage fan concept operates at lower turbine wheel speeds that have a




The fan systems considered during this study were selected based on
mechanical and performance qualities without concern for the levels of noise
generation. For the selected configurations, the fan noise levels were
generated as input study data for use during the concurrent aircraft studies.
Noise levels were determined for representative designs including both single
and twin stage fan systems, a range of design pressure ratios and systems
designed for either cruise or VTO modes of operation. For each configuration,
a vertical takeoff flight path was used to evaluate the noise levels on a
500 foot sideline. Systems were modeled to be representative of installations
as either a pure lift or a lift plus cruise system. Figure 126 presents a
schematic of the fan orientation used during these two analytical techniques.
The noise prediction procedures and techniques used for these lift fans
were consistent with those used during previous studies of advanced commercial
integral and remote lift fans and the LF460 lift fan systems. The following
summarizes the procedures.
Noise Prediction Technique
The lift fan has several noise sources which must, be evaluated to obtain
the total system noise. Each source is predicted separately and a noise
spectrum defined. The spectra are then added together to arrive at the total
noise. The following summarizes the methods for predicting the noise constit-
uents :
• Fan
This is the major noise source in the fan and is made up of a puretone
at the blade passing frequency and broadband noise. The puretone level
is predicted analytically from the physical and aerodynamic fan
characteristics. It is based on the interaction of the fan rotor
wakes with the outlet guide vanes. Reference 7 describes the analysis
in detail. Directivity patterns for the puretone are based on CF6
measured levels.
The broadband noise is based on CF6 measurements correlated with
rotor tip relative Mach number for level and tip physical Mach
number for directivity.
• Fan Jet
NASA large scale fan test acoustic data and GE scale model cold jet
data were used to define a level of overall sound power level as a
function of jet velocity. This curve was approximately 5 dB below
the SAE line for jet noise extrapolated to velocities below 1000
ft/sec. The SAE spectrum shape was used along with GE cold jet
directivity indices to define the noise at each angle.
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• Turbine Jet
The SAE jet noise curve was extrapolated to velocities below 1000
ft/sec for the hot turbine jet predictions. As with the cold fan
jet, the SAE spectrum and GE directivity indices were used to define
the noise at each angle.
• Turbine
A puretone level is defined using the same type rotor-stator inter-
action as used in the fan noise analysis. The directivity indices
are based on Rolls Royce and GE data. The associated broadband noise
was also estimated from Rolls Royce and GE engine data.
Figure 127 shows graphically the procedure used in defining the spectrum
for each noise source and the summation to obtain total system noise. The fan
systems modeled in this analysis did not include normal noise reduction
features such as suppression, rotor-stator vane ratio optimization, stator lean
or rotor-stator spacing.
Estimated Noise Levels
Noise levels were estimated for six specific fan configurations. Single
stage fans with design pressure ratios of 1.4 were considered. Twin stage fans
at design pressure ratios of 1.4 and 1.55 were included in the analysis to
show the effects of both design pressure and number of fan stages. Table LI
summarizes the significant feature of each of the fan designs, and includes the
fan operating conditions at the 2 minute operation point where the VTO noise
estimates were generated.
Noise levels were predicted on a 500 foot (152.4 meters) for a vertical
takeoff trajectory. Operation as a pure lift fan and a lift plus cruise fan
was modeled during the analysis. Based on the flyover prediction techniques,
the maximum perceived noise levels occur at an altitude of about 250 feeto
For the lift fan configuration, the maximum occurs at a ground angle of 90
degrees. The lift plus cruise fan configuration exhibited the higher maximum
noise level at a 70 degree angle because of the higher levels of inlet
radiated noise.. The estimated maximum sideline perceived noise levels for the
six fan configurations operating in both the lift and lift/cruise installation
are given in Table LII. The estimate for the single fan configurations include
variations in overall fan thrust. A more representative comparison is at an
equal thrust level. This comparison is also included in the table for a total
fan system thrust of 60,000 pounds (267 kN). The individual constituents
included in the total noise at the maximum perceived noise level location are
given in Figure 128.
-41-
CONCLUSIONS
1. Parametric design and performance data were provided for use in concurrent
aircraft studies for a system that meets the Carrier On-Board Delivery
(COD) mission of the sea control ship. These aircraft studies have shown
that the remote turbotip lift fan propulsion system is an attractive
system for this application. The typical aircraft for this mission
employed three or four lift fans and gas generators. All fans were
operating during VTO with a two fan/engine system used for conventional
cruise operation. The aircraft gross weight was about 40,000 pounds
(178 kN).
2. The conceptual design studies included both single and two stage fan
systems. A comparison of the two concepts showed that the two stage
system requires a smaller installation diameter at all design pressure
ratios. The smaller diameter exists because of a smaller fan inlet hub,
relative to the single stage system, and smaller overall scroll diameter.
Comparison of fan plus engine weight shows that the two stage system is
lighter for fan design pressure ratios above about 1.4. At lower pressure
ratios, the single stage fan is the lighter weight system.
3. The two stage fan concept is a potential system for application of
composite first stage rotor blading. A comparison of composite and
titanium rotor designs showed little difference in overall weight.
The application of composites must be justified based on reduced costs
and improved bird strike capability.
4. An analysis of the transient response of single and two stage fan systems
showed that both fan systems exhibit similar levels of time constant.
Fan only time constants of 0.15 to 0.25 were calculated. This level of
response should be adequate for meeting the aircraft systems requirements
when used with the ETC type control method which also includes thrust
spoiling for rapid thrust control.
5. The scroll designs used in the generation of these parametric data were
established for minimum weight. Scroll modification to reduce installation
dimensions, at some increase in weight, should be evaluated relative to
the complete aircraft systems weight and performance.
6. The turbotip rotor used as the basis for these studies employs integral
fan turbine blade assemblies. The number of rotor blades was established
by minimum rotor weight and, therefore, require double mid-span shrouds for
acceptable torsional flutter stability. The reliability and ruggedness
of these thin complex blades are items of concern for the application
as a cruise fan system. Additional studies are required to determine
the weight trade-off for reduced numbers of blades for reduced costs and
improved ruggedness.
7. Noise levels were determined for six fan configurations operating as either
pure lift fans (fan axis vertical), and lift plus cruise fans (fan axis
horizontal). Normalized to a total system thrust of 60,000 pounds
(267 kN), the fans designed for a 1.4 pressure ratio are quietest with
a maximum sideline perceived noise level of 117 PNdB for the cruise type
design. The loudest fan was the 1.55 pressure ratijei designed for VTO


































































Angle of Gas Entering Blade Row
Angle of Gas Leaving Blade Row
Blade Leading Edge Angle
Blade Trailing Edge Angle
Units
































Pg Stagger Angle deg (deg)
6 Standard Pressure Correction
T) Efficiency pet (pet)
0 Standard Temperature Correction
2
cr Stress ksi (kN/mm )
T Time Constant sec (sec)
Subscripts
B Gas Generator Bleed
DR Ram
F Fan, Fuel, Thrust
G Gross, Gas Generator
N Speed, Net, Nozzle
r Recovery




2 Gas Generator' Compressor Inlet
4 Gas Generator Turbine Inlet
51 Gas Generator Turbine Discharge
54 Fan Turbine Inlet
22 Fan Compressor Inlet
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Table II. "Short-Time" VTO Ratings.










































































) (°R) (°K) (Ib/sec) (kg/sec) (HP)
1773 985 128.6 58.
1775 986 121.9 55.
1845 1025 123.5 56.
1998 1110 123.6 56.
1912 1062 126.0 57.
1899 1055 129.3 58.
2026 1125 129.4 58.




























Table III. Gas Generator Installation Assumptions.
Engine Inlet Total Pressure Recovery 0.99
Customer Bleed 0.5%













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table VI. Engine Discharge and Fan Turbine
Inlet Design Point Parameters.
Ambient Temperature, °R (°K)
Ambient Pressure, psia (kN/m )
Engine Discharge Flow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Engine Discharge Temperature, °R (°K)
Engine Discharge Pressure, psia (kN/m^ )
Engine Main Fuel Flow, Ib/hr (kg/hr)
Fan Turbine Inlet Flow, Ib/sec (kg/hr)





















(1) J101 engine at intermediate power setting.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(Engine Exit to Scroll Inlet)
Scroll Pressure Loss
Fan Inlet Recovery










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XII. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P -'1.2


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XIII. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans,
Designed for VTO, P/P =1.3
Altitude
(ft) (m) Mach


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XIV. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P = 1.4
Altitude
(ft) (m) Mach P/S
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Table XV. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P =1.5
Altitude













































































































































































































































































1 787 1.1 53












































































































































































































































































413 000 1 3 7 1 6 0.6







































































































































































































































































































Table XVI. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans,






































































































































































































































































































(ft/sec) (m/sec)(inO (m^ )
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Table XVII. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.3
Altitude
(ft) (m) Mach































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(pet) (ft/sec) (in/sec) (in2) (mz)


























































































































































































Table XVIII. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.4
FN/6( AN
(ft) (m) Mach P/S

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XIX. Cruise Performance for Single Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.5
Altitude
(ft) (m) Mach




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































45000 1 3 7 1 6 0.8
43000 1 3 / 1 6 1.0
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXVI. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P =1.3
Altitude
(ft) (ra) Mach P/S.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXVII. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P = 1.4
Altitude
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Table XXVIII. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Tans.
Designed for VTO, P/P =1.5
Altitude
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Table XXIX. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for VTO, P/P = 1.6
Altitude
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Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXXI. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.3
Altitude


























































1 4 / 3 4
1 1653
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£.£. ~O' "O «RJ
(ft/sec)(m/sec)(in*) (m*)
1055 473 3427 2 .211
1041 472 3347 2. 159
992 449 3297 2. 127
871 395 3388 2. 186
776 351 3406 2. 197













































































Table XXXII. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans,
Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.4
Altitude
(ft) fa) Mach






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXXIII. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P = 1.5
Altitude










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~(ft) (m) Mach P/S























































































































































































































































































































Table XXXIV. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.
Designed for Cruise, P/P = 1.6
Altitude
(f t ) (m) Mach


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXXV. Cruise Performance for Two Stage Fans.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXXVII. Engine Discharge and Fan Turbine Inlet Design
Point Parameters, Derated for 30 Percent Control Margin.
Ambient Temperature, °R (°K)
Ambient Pressure, psia (kN/m2)
Engine Discharge Flow, lb/sec(kg/sec)
Engine Discharge Temperature, °R (°K)
Engine Discharge Pressure, psia (kN/m2)
Engine Main Fuel Flow, Ib/hr (kg/hr)
Fan Turbine Inlet Airflow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)











Table XXXVIII. Design Point Parameters for Two Stage Fans
Designed for VTO with 30 Percent Control Margin.
Fan Pressure Ratio
Fan Tip Speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
Fan Tip Diameter, inches (m)
Fan Inlet Radius Ratio
Fan Exit Mach Number
Fan Efficiency
Fan Airflow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Turbine Inlet Temperature, °R (°K)
Turbine Inlet Pressure, psia (kN/m^ )
Turbine Inlet Airflow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Turbine Exit Static Pressure Ratio
Turbine Exit Mach Number
Interconnect Duct Pressure Loss, pet
Scroll Pressure Loss, pet
































Table XXXIX. Performance of Two Stage Fans Designed for VTO, With









































































































































































































































































































































































Table XXXX. Performance of Two Stage Fans Designed for VTO With
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Table XLI. Fan Design Parameters for Conceptual
Design Studies.
Rotor Inlet Total Temperature, °R (°K)
Rotor Inlet Total Pressure, psia (kN/m2)
Total Pressure Ratio
Exit Static Pressure Ratio
Inlet Tip Diameter, inches (meters)
Inlet Hub Radius Ratio
Inlet Airflow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Tip Speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
Inlet Specific flow, Ib/sec-ft2(kg/sec-m2)
Hub Loading Coefficient
Exit Tip Diameter, inches (meters)
Exit Radius Ratio
Fan Exit Mach Number
Rotor Speed, rpm



































































Table XLII. Turbine Design Parameters for
Conceptual Design Studies.
Inlet Total Temperature, °R (°K)
Inlet Total Pressure, psia (kN/m2)
Inlet Gas Flow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Total to Static Pressure Ratio
Total to Total Pressure Ratio
Speed, rpia
Design Power, HP (kilowatts)
Design Energy, BTU/lb(Joules/grams)
Design Exit Mach Number
Overall Efficiency
Pitch Wheel Speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
Stage Velocity Ratio
Stage Work Function; gJAh/2U2
Turbine Tip Diameter, inches (meters)
Turbine Hub Diameter, inches (meters)
Bucket Length, inches (cm)
Admission Arc











































Table XLIII. Comparison of Titanium and Composite
Blade Designs for Two Stage Fan.
Tip Radius, in (m)
Root Radius, in (m)
Hub/Tip Radius
Blade Length, in (m)
Root Solidity
Tip Chord, in (cm)
Root Chord, in (cm)
Pitch Aspect Ratio
Airfoil Weight, Ib (kg)
Centrifugal Force at Root, Ib (kg)
Area at Root, in2 (cm2)
Centrifugal Stress, psi (kN/mm^ )
First Flexural Frequency, Hz



































Table XLIV. Material Properties for
Stage 1 Composite Blades.
Hybrid Polymetric
50% PRD 491 Epoxy 0 degree layup
50% Graphite 1 Epoxy +22 degrees layup
E = llxlO6 psi (75.8xl03kN/mm2)
G = 1.36xl06 psi (9.38xl03 kN/mm2)
Poisson's Ratio = 0.664
Density = 0.053 Ib/in3(0.39 kg/cm3)
Tensile Strength = 169,000 psi (1165 kN/mm2)
Flexural Strength = 167,000 psi (1151 kN/mm2)
Shear Strength =10,000 psi (68.9 kN/mm2)
-128-
Table XLV. Single Stage Fan Weight Summary.
(P/P - 1.4, designed for cruise, no partial, arc)
Front Frame, Ibs (kg)







Total Fan Weight, Ibs (kg) 998(452.6)
-129-
Table XLVI. Two Stage Fan Weight Summary.
(P/P = 1.55, designed for cruise, no partial arc)
Rotor 1, Ib (kg) 139(63.0)
Rotor 2, Ib (kg) 184(83.5)
Scroll, Ib (kg) 234(106.1)
Mid-frame, Ib (kg) 161(73.0)
Total, Ib (kg) 718(325.6)
-130-
Table XLVII. Fan Turbine Inlet Gas Conditions Used
for Transient Analysis.
Flow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Fuel Flow, Ib/hr (kg/hr)
Temperature, °R (°K)
*y














Table XLVIII. Steady State Conditions for Fans
Used in Transient Analysis.
Fan Design









3511 14689 65.34 3788 17579 78.20
Single Stage, P/P =1.4
(Designed for VTO) 3406 21638 96.25 3704 25914 115.27
Two Stage, P/P = 1.55
(Designed for Cruise) 3721 12657 56.30 4030 15255 67.86
Two Stage, P/P = 1.55
(Designed for VTO) 4094 18859 83.89 4469 22700 100.97
Two Stage, P/P =1.4
(Designed for Cruise) 3420 14854 66.07 3693 17793 79.15
Two Stage, P/P =1.4
(Designed for VTO) 3636 21718 96.61 3965 26094 116.07
-132-
Table XLIX. Summary of Time Constants for Single




VTO 0.35 0.24 0.34 0.25
Cruise with
Partial Arc 0.32 0.24 0.33 0.23
-133-
Table L. Summary of Time Constants for Two Stage,














0.20 0.14 0.21 0.14
1.4 VTO 0.32 0.24 0.30 0.24
1.4 Cruise with
Partial Arc




























































































































































































































































































































































Table LIT. Maximum 500 Foot (152 meters) Sideline







































1.55 Cruise 114.2 113.6 120.8 122.5
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^— Designed for Cruise






Figure 26 - Single Stage Fan Installation Dimensions
"A", "B" and "C"
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Figure 28 - Single Stage Fan Installation Dimensions
"I/1, "M" and "N"
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Designed for Cruise, no partial arc
Designed for Cruise, partial —















1.2 1.3*Fan Pressure Ratio
Figure 30- Single Stage Fan Weights
-166.
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Figure 43 -Fan Inlet Airflow, Designed for Cruise, P/P =1.7
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Figure 47 - Two Stage Fan Installation Dimensions
"A", "B" and "c"
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•— Designed for Cruise


























Figure 48 - Two Stage Fan Installation Dimensions
'H" and "K"
-184-
— — —'— Designed for Cruise





















Figure 49 - Two Stage Fan Installation Dimensions
" T" "T " ~_ j "IT"J , L and N
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Figure 50 - Two Stage Installation Dimensions
"F" and "G"
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Designed for Cruise, no partial arc
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0.8 1.0
Figure 54 - Altitude - Speed Operating Envelope
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Physical Speed Limit
~~ — —— Corrected Speed Limit
0.0
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Gas Generator Discharge Temperature (Tt-1/80), °K
Figure 55 - Gas Generator Speed Operating Limits
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Physical Speed Limit
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Figure 56 - Fan Speed Operating Limits
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M0 = 0 to 1.0; P/P = 1.3 to 1.7








Figure 57 - Engine Inlet Recovery Derivative for Fans
Designed for Cruise and VTO
-193-
MO = 0 to 1.0; P/P = 1.3 to 1.7
fe
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Thrust Ratio [(FN/60 )/FN<:
1.0
Figure 58 - customer Bleed Derivative for Fans
Designed for Cruise and VTO
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Figure 59 - Duct Pressure Loss Derivative for Fans Designed
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Figure 60 - Fan Inlet Loss Derivative for Fans Designed for VTO
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Figure 61 - Fan Inlet Loss Derivative for Fans Designed for Cruise
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Figure 62 - 
0 f f c i e n t  i t e  for
P/P =






























S = Nominal Rated (Standard Day)
1 = Nominal Rated (Hot Day) >
2 - Nominal Maximum Control (Hot Day)
3 = Emergency Rated (Hot Day)
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Gas Generator Discharge Flow Function, Percent of Design























S = Nominal Rated (Standard Day)
1 = Nominal Rated (Hot Day)
2 = Nominal Maximum Control (Hot Day)
3 = Emergency Rated (Hot Day)
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Gas Generator Discharge Flow Function, Percent of Design

































































































S - Nominal Rated (Standard Day)
1 = Nominal Rated (Hot Day)
2 = Nominal Maximum Control (Hot Day)
3 - Emergency Rated (Hot Day)
4 = Emergency Maximum Control (Hot Day)
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Gas Generator Discharge Flow Function, Percent of Design







• Fan Designed for VTO
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Gas Generator Discharge Flow Function, Percent of Design







o Fan Designed for VTO
0 Fan Pressure Ratio = 1.4 (Single Stage)
S = Nominal Rated (Standard Day)
1 = Nominal Rated (Hot Day)
2 = Nominal Maximum Control (Hot Day)
3 = Emergency Rated (Hot Day)
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Gas Generator Discharge Flow Function, Percent of Design
Figure 66 - Effects of Gas Generator Operating Point on
Fan Lift and Control Margins
-204-
o Fan Designed for VTO
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Figure 69 - Lift Control Capability for a Range of Rated Lift Levels
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Altitude = 36,000 feet (10,970 meters)
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Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature (T ,/60), °K
Figure 72 Effects of Control Margin on Fan Inlet Airflow
P/P =1.4
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Altitude = 36,000 feet (10,970 meters)
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600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300
Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature (T/Go), °K
Figure 73 - Effects of Control Margin on Fuel Flow
P/P =1.4
,209=
Altitude = 36,000 feet (10,970 meters)
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature (T54/90), °R
2400
600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300
Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature (T5,/90), °K
Figure 74 - Effects of Control Margin on Fan Speed
P/P =1.4
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Figure 75 - Effects of Control Margin on Fan Net Thrust
P/P =1.6
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Figure 76 - Effects of Control Margin on Fan Inlet Airflow
P/P =1.6
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Figure 11 - Effects of Control Margin on Fuel Flow
P/P =1.6
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Figure 80 - Single Stage Fan Installation Dimension for














— Designed for Cruise


































Figure 81 - TWO Stage Fan Installation Dimensions for
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Figure 87 - Two Stage Fan Blading Static Pressure Rise Coefficients
-223-
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Fan Design Pressure Ratio
1.8


























Relative Velocity = 1130 ft/sec (344 m/sec)
Chord = 3.64 in (9.25 cm)
VR= 1.50
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Relative Velocity =1130 ft/sec (344 m/sec)
Chord = 2.45 in (6.25 cm)
VR= 1.03



































• Fan Designed for Cruise
• Engine Power at 3 Second Rating
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Turbine - Fan Power, Kilowatts
Figure 119 - Typical Fan Performance with Shaft Power Unbalance
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Reference Design, No Partial Arc
Designed for Cruise, 240° Partial Arc
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Fan Design Pressure Ratio
Figure 120 - Rotor Polar Moment of Inertia for Single Stage Fan Designs
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Reference Design, No Partial Arc
Designed for Cruise, 240° Partial Arc
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Fan Pressure Ratio
Figure 121 - Rotor Polar Moment of Inertia for Two Stage Fan Designs
-257-
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• Fan Sized for VTO, Operating at 240° Arc
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